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Dislocations interaction induced structural instability in
intermetallic Al2Cu
Qing Zhou1,2, Jian Wang

2

, Amit Misra3, Ping Huang1, Fei Wang4 and Kewei Xu1

Intermetallic precipitates are widely used to tailor mechanical properties of structural alloys but are often destabilized during plastic
deformation. Using atomistic simulations, we elucidate structural instability mechanisms of intermetallic precipitates associated
with dislocation motion in a model system of Al2Cu. Interaction of non-coplanar <001> dislocation dipoles during plastic
deformation results in anomalous reactions—the creation of vacancies accompanied with climb and collective glide of <001>
dislocation associated with the dislocation core change and atomic shufﬂe—accounting for structural instability in intermetallic
Al2Cu. This process is profound with decreasing separation of non-coplanar dislocations and increasing temperature and is likely to
be operative in other non-cubic intermetallic compounds as well.
npj Computational Materials (2017)3:24 ; doi:10.1038/s41524-017-0030-2

INTRODUCTION
Precipitation-hardening mechanisms have been widely applied for
the development of high strength and ductile metallic alloys.1 Almatrix structural alloys that contain Al-based intermetallic
precipitates are potential candidates for structural applications
at ambient and elevated temperatures because of their signiﬁcantly lightweight, four times lower density as compared to
steel.2–10 Through reﬁning the characteristic dimension and
distribution of intermetallic precipitates, the ductility and strength
of Al-matrix composites can be signiﬁcantly improved at room
temperature. A high volume fraction of nanoscale intermetallic
reinforcements (precipitate or lamina) can be realized with the
help of either rapid solidiﬁcation with alloying additions (for
example, the directional solidiﬁcation of metal-intermetallic
lamellar eutectics)2–7 or severe plastic deformation (SPD) techniques.8–12 However, SPD often leads to destabilization of intermetallic phase, such as the formation of non-equilibrium solid
solutions,8, 9 disordering10, 11 or amorphization.12 These defects
may accelerate the de-alloying and/or failure of intermetallic
compounds, for example, the selective dissolution of Al from
Al2Cu in acid environments.13
Structural instability of intermetallic phase during heavy plastic
deformation has been partially ascribed to dislocations and
defected interfaces created during straining.14–21 Dislocations in
intermetallic phases are preferably nucleated from phase boundaries because of interface ledges/steps and slip transmission from
matrix into precipitates.15–18 Dislocations crossing the precipitates
may drag interstitial or vacancy atoms with them out of the
precipitate.14–16, 19 In situ straining experiments of Al–Al2Cu
composites in a transmission electron microscope (TEM) have
shown dislocations bypassing through Al2Cu plate-shaped precipitates by shear at multiple locations along the interphase
boundaries.14 Moreover, dislocations have been demonstrated

experimentally to climb in intermetallic phase,20, 21 and provide
rapid diffusion channels and adiabatic heating of the samples
during plastic deformation22, 23 Nevertheless, glide dislocations
and their reactions and non-conservative motion of dislocations
are presumed to be responsible for structural instability of
intermetallic phase.
For Al–Cu alloys, a number of metastable and stable precipitates
of different shapes and sizes have been reported as strengthening
precipitates in precipitation-hardened metals.2–12 Intermetallic
θ-Al2Cu precipitates are formed in plate-like structures, acting as
strengthening units.24 In lamellar eutectic Al–Cu composite, Al2Cu
phase adopts the tetragonal C16 structure. There has been an
interest in understanding high-strength and high plastic deformability in ﬁne-scale Al–Al2Cu eutectics synthesized via chill casting
or laser rapid solidiﬁcation where Al2Cu adopt the tetragonal
C16 structure.2–7 Al2Cu precipitates or laminas can plastically
deform via dislocations at elevated temperatures (>300 oC).25, 26
The possible dislocations in Al2Cu (θ) are directly related to its C16
body centered tetragonal structure. The major slip systems
include {110}<001>, {110}1/2<111>, {200}<001>, and {112}1/2
<111>.26 The dislocation with Burgers vector [001] on plane (110)
might have a wide core and be glissile corresponding to the large
planar faults observed experimentally.27, 28 Using molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations with empirical potentials, we studied
core structure of <001> dislocation on (110) plane.29 Disregistry
analysis across the shear plane revealed that a [001] dislocation on
(110) plane dissociates into two partials bonded by a planarextended core with a separation >1.5 nm (also see Figs. S1 and S2
in Supplementary Information). Each partial has Burgers vector of
½[001]. MD simulations also demonstrated the easy gliding of a
<001> dislocation on plane (110) at room temperature. In situ
heating experiments of two-phase alloys performed inside a TEM
indicate that the motion of dislocations in structural alloys often
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involves climb besides glide20, 21 associated with change in their
cores. It is questionable whether the planar extended core <001>
dislocation can climb, as the climb requires a very compact core
structure for the dislocation.22
In this work, we investigated interaction of non-coplanar
dislocation dipoles that mimic general cases of dislocations in a
conﬁned volume (precipitate or lamina), where dislocations are
nucleated at the adjacent interfaces and glide toward each other.
We unveiled that the planar-extended dislocation climbs at room
temperature accompanying the creation of vacancies. This could
account for structural instability of intermetallic compounds
during mechanical deformation.
RESULTS
Climb of the planar-extended <001> dislocation
MD simulations demonstrated easy gliding of a <001> dislocation
on (110) plane glides at room temperature due to its wide planarextended core (Movie I in Supplementary Information). Considering the fact of dislocations in a conﬁned volume (precipitate), coplanar and non-coplanar dislocation dipoles form and interact.
When non-coplanar dislocation dipoles move toward each other,
the repulsive interaction force occurs in the certain range of
distances,22, 30, 31 and might enable collapse of the planarextended core of the dislocation, in turn, probably favoring
dislocation climb. We examined this idea by simulating reaction
process of dislocation dipoles with various separation distances.
Figure 1 shows the simulation model that contains two full
dislocations with opposite signed Burgers vector. A full dislocation
with the Burgers vector [001] is dissociated into two partials
(marked as 1 and 2) with the same Burgers vector ½[001] that are
positioned at the left of the simulation cell (x = −13.2 nm), and
another full dislocation with the Burgers vector [001] is dissociated
into two partials (marked as 3 and 4) with the same Burgers vector
1/2[001] that are positioned at the right of the simulation cell
(x = 13.2 nm). They are initially separated from a distance of
26.4 nm in the x-direction and a distance of h nm in the
y-direction. Simulation models adopt the coordinates, the x-axis
along [001], the y-axis along [110], and the z-axis along [110], and
have dimensions, 52 nm in the x direction, 30 nm in the y
direction, and 1.71 nm in the z direction. The periodic boundary
condition is applied along the x-axis and z-axis. The semi-ﬁxed
region is 1.5 nm from the top and bottom surfaces in the y-axis.
During MD simulation, the temperature is set up at T = 300 K and
is controlled by applying the Langevin force to atoms. The
nominal position of the two dislocations at each moment is

Fig. 1 a Simulation set-up—two full dislocations are separated
about L = 26.4 nm along the horizontal direction and h nm along the
vertical direction. The semi-ﬁxed regions, 1.5 nm from the surfaces,
retain applied shear strain and mimic bulk properties of Al2Cu.
Atoms are colored according to their excess energy. The symbol “⊥”
indicates the position of dislocation
npj Computational Materials (2017) 24

determined by the disregistry analysis.32 We accelerate the
dislocations by homogeneously straining the entire simulation
model with a constant shear strain rate_γyx =2 × 108/s.
Figure 2a shows the simulation model that contains two full
dislocations with opposite signed Burgers vector. The noncoplanar dislocation dipoles are separated for h = 2.83 nm,
corresponding to 27 atomic planes. During MD simulation at
T = 300 K, the intriguing ﬁnding is dislocation climb that is
accompanied with the creation of vacancies. As the separation L
is about 3 nm (corresponding to straining for 92 ps), Fig. 2b shows
the climb of partial dislocation 3 upwards for four atomic planes,
and the climb of partial dislocation 1 downwards for four atomic
planes. After the climb, the two partials 1 and 2 (separated for four
atomic planes) glide toward the right together; the two partials 3
and 4 (separated for four atomic planes) glide toward the left
together. After straining for 132 ps, Fig. 2c shows the climb of
partial 3 for total seven atomic planes from the initial glide plane.
The partial 1 glides toward the right, extending the stacking fault
because the partial 2 is pinned by vacancies. After straining for
172 ps, Fig. 2d shows that partial 3 climb for total eight atomic

Fig. 2 Interaction of a pair of dislocation dipole with the separation
of h = 2.83 nm. At temperature of 300 K, atomic structures associated with a the glide of four partials, b the climb of partials 1 and 3
for four atomic planes, c the climb of partial 3 for seven atomic
planes, d the stacking fault is created associated with the glide of
partial 1 and the pinning of partial 2, and the climb of partial 3 for
eight atomic planes, and e the climb of partial 2 on the same plane
as partial 1, and then they glide together. Dislocations annihilation
does not happen. The symbol “⊥” indicates the position of
dislocation
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Fig. 3 Interaction of a pair of dislocation dipole with the separation
of h = 2.83 nm. At temperature of 700 K, atomic structures associated with a the glide of four partials, b the climb of partials 1 for
eight atomic planes and partial 3 for four atomic planes, c partial 4
climbs for four atomic planes, and glides with partial 3 on the same
plane, d partials 1 and 3 attract each other, quickly move towards
each other, e partials 2 and 3 are vertically positioned, forming
vacancy cluster, and f partials 1 and 4 are vertically positioned,
forming vacancy cluster. The symbol “⊥” indicates the position of
dislocation

planes and the stacking fault associated with the glide of partial 1
is extended. After 176 ps, partial 2 climbs for four atomic planes
and glides on the same shear plane with partial 1 as a full
dislocation together (Fig. 2e). As a result, dislocations annihilation
did not occur (also see Movie II in Supplementary Information).
Figure 2f shows the position and velocity of dislocations with
simulation time. The ﬁrst climb occurs at t = 92 ps, the corresponding separation L is 3.04 nm, and the shear stress is 2.0 GPa. The
two sets of dislocations glide at velocities of 505 m/s for the
dislocations 1 and 2 and 380 m/s for the dislocations 3 and 4,
being far lower than the shear wave speed of Al2Cu. After partial 3
climbs for eight atomic planes, dislocations 3 and 4 are pinned by
the vertical-extended core and vacancies. Partials 1 and 2
continuously glide after partial 2 climbs on the same shear plane
as partial 1 is.
As dislocation climb is thermally activated, we increased
simulation temperature to T = 700 K and re-simulated the case
(see Movie III in Supplementary Information). The ﬁrst climb event
happens much earlier at t = 42 ps and the separation L = 14 nm. At
t = 210 ps, Fig. 3b shows the climb of partial 1 downwards for total
eight atomic planes, forming a vertical-extended 8-layer

dislocation; and the climb of partial 3 upwards four atomic plane
and the creation of stacking fault between partials 3 and 4. It is
noticed that the vertical-extended 8-layer dislocation glide
together without creating stacking faults. After straining for 220
ps, Fig. 3c shows that the vertical-extended 8-layer dislocation
(consisting of partials 1 and 2) glides slowly while two partials 3
and 4 glide together on the same shear plane after partial 4 climbs
upwards for four atomic planes. When the two sets of dislocations
are close at the distance of 2.0 nm, partials 1 and 3 attract each
other and quickly move (glide and climb) toward each other
(Fig. 3d). Figure 3e shows that partials 2 and 3 with opposite
Burgers vectors are vertically positioned with a separation of 11
atomic planes in the y direction, resulting formation of vacancy
cluster. Partials 1 and 4 with opposite Burgers vectors also attract
each other, annihilating each other associated with formation of
vacancy cluster (Fig. 3f). Finally, four partials annihilate.
We further examined dislocation climb for non-coplanar
dislocation dipoles with different separations: h = 0.12 nm corresponding to one Al plane; h = 0.28 nm corresponding to three
atomic planes; h = 1.13 nm corresponding to 11 atomic planes. At
T = 300 K, MD simulations demonstrated the climb of partials
associated with the creation of vacancies and collective glide of
two vertically positioned partials. When the dipole is separated by
one Al plane, the ﬁrst climb occurs at the distance L = 12 nm.
Finally, the four partials annihilate (see Fig. S3 and Movie IV in
Supplementary Information). When the dipole is separated by h =
0.28 nm, the ﬁrst climb occurs at the distance L = 7.4 nm, and
ﬁnally the four partials annihilate (see Fig. S4 and Movie IV in
Supplementary Information). When the separation is h = 1.13 nm,
the ﬁrst climb occurs at the distance L = 3.70 nm. The four partials
annihilate associated with the creation of a vacancy cluster (see
Fig. S6 in Supplementary Information). When the separation is h =
2.83 nm, the ﬁrst climb occurs at the distance L = 3.04 nm. Partials
climb and glide together, but annihilation did not occur (Fig. 2e).
As simulation temperature increases to T = 700 K, the ﬁrst climb
happens much earlier at the distance L = 14 nm and ﬁnally the
four partials annihilate (Fig. 3f).
Core change and vacancy creation associated with dislocation
climb
MD simulations so far demonstrated both climb and glide of a full
<001> dislocation with planar-extended core—one partial climbs
associated with the creation of vacancies, changing the planarextended core to a vertical-extended core; the vertical-extended
full dislocation collectively glides without creating stacking faults
associated with atomic shufﬂe. Figure 4 shows the formation of
vertical extended core after one partial climbs for four atomic
planes and the collective glide of the two partials. Accompanying
the climb of one partial 3, vacancies are created in the dislocation
core region and pin the two partials (Fig. 4b); under continuous
shearing, the two partials de-pin from the environment of
vacancies (Fig. 4c). The numbers of created vacancies correspond
to the Burgers vector and climb distance. Figure 4e shows the
created 18 vacancies (12 vacancies in Al planes and 6 vacancies in
Cu plane, the length of the dislocation line is three units along the
z-axis). After de-pinning, the two partials with a vertical-extended
core (four atomic planes separation in the y direction) collectively
glide together on the adjacent planes. Such collective gliding does
not create stacking faults (Fig. 4d) in the sheared region, implying
that the collective glide is associated with atomic shufﬂe.33–35
Fig. S5 in Supplementary information shows the position and
velocity of the two full dislocations, and the shear stress as a
function of time. It shows that a planar-extended dislocation
glides faster than the vertical-extended dislocation.
The climb of a partial dislocation is associated with the creation
of vacancies.36, 37 MD simulations indicate a high formation
energy for single vacancy, ~ 2.45 eV, as one Cu or Al atom is
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Fig. 4 Four snapshots show atomic structure of a full dislocation during climb and collective glide. a One full dislocation dissociated into two
partials 3 and 4; b One partial 3 climbs for four atomic planes associated with the creation of vacancies in dislocation core; c A verticalextended dislocation with the vertical separation of four atomic plane; and d The vertical-extended dislocation de-pins from the environment
of vacancies, and collectively glide for a distance of d without the creation of stacking fault. e Atomic structure shows the creation of 18
vacancies before the collective glide. Yellow atoms are Cu and gray atoms are Al. The circle indicates location of the ith vacancy. The symbol “⊥”
indicates the position of dislocation

removed. Such high vacancy formation energy does not favor
climb at room temperature. To address such a puzzle, we
compared four defected conﬁgurations: the planar-extended
dislocation, the vertical-extended dislocation (separated by four
atomic planes), the vertical-extended dislocation surrounded by
six vacancies (as the dislocation line is one unit long along <110>),
and the vertical-extended dislocation away from six vacancies, as
shown in Fig–. 5a–d. We computed the excess energy of the
defect region by integrating excess energy of atoms in a 9 nm
cylinder with the axis at the center of two partials. The excess
energy per unit length of <110> is 34.61, 34.58, 36.70, and 40.58
(eV/d<110>), respectively. The planar-extended and verticalextended dislocations have the same core energy, but they glide
with different mechanisms. Most interestingly, the average
formation energy of one vacancy is estimated to be 0.35 eV when
these vacancies are surrounding the dislocation core, and 1.0 eV
when they are closely distributed in a region away from the
dislocation. This low formation energy of vacancy inside dislocation core is ascribed to nonlinearly strong interaction between
vacancies and the dislocation core.22
MD simulations demonstrated that the vertical-extended full
dislocation collectively glides without creating stacking faults. The
crystallography of the projected atomic structure in Fig. 6a shows
the atomic stacking of eight (110) planes in one unit cell: …
CuAlAAlBAlACuAlCAlDAlC…. Two partials that are separated by four
atomic planes (AlACuAlCAlD) glide on two slip planes between AlBAlA or AlD-AlC. Figure 6e is the plan-view of eight (110) planes in an
unit cell, showing that the translation between AlA and AlC or
npj Computational Materials (2017) 24

between AlB and AlD can be achieved through in-plane shear of
½<001>. When the two partials glide collectively without atomic
shufﬂe, three Al planes of AlACuAlCAlD between two shear planes
are positioned at faulted sites AlCCuAlAAlB (Fig. 6b). Two possible
shufﬂe mechanisms can correct the faulted region, as shown in
Fig. 6c, d. The corresponding shufﬂe vectors are deﬁned in Fig. 6a,
e. e1 and e2 are equal to ±1/6[110], corresponding to a magnitude
of 0.14 nm. gs1 and gs2 are equal to ±1/6[110], corresponding to a
magnitude of 0.14 nm. s1 and s2 are equal to ±1/2[001],
corresponding to a magnitude of 0.24 nm. Atomistic simulations
in Fig. 6f conﬁrmed that the correction of AlB to AlD is
accomplished through collective shufﬂe vectors (gs1 and gs2) on
the atomic plane (110); but the correction of AlA and AlC is realized
through vertical shufﬂe vectors (e1 and e2). The net shufﬂe
displacements in one unit cell are equal to zero. This corresponds
to the second mechanism (Fig. 6d). The same shufﬂe mechanism
is also conﬁrmed for collective glide of a vertically extended 8layer dislocation (see Figs. S7 and S8 in Supplementary
Information).
DISCUSSION
The creation of vacancies accompanying dislocation climb could
be responsible for structural instability of intermetallic precipitates. Dislocation motion has been identiﬁed experimentally to be
one mechanism related to destabilization of intermetallic precipitates.11, 38–40 For example, Jiao et al.38 observed strain-induced
precipitate dissolution in an irradiated austenitic alloy through
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Fig. 5 Atomic structures of two partials a with an extended planar core, b with a vertical core, c with a vertical core surrounded by six
vacancies, and d with a vertical core and six vacancies away from the core. The symbol “⊥” indicates the position of dislocation. The symbol
“⊥” indicates the position of dislocation

repetitive cutting by a large number of glissile dislocations;
Murayama et al.40 characterized the dissolution of precipitates in
Al–Cu alloys after eight passes of equal channel angular pressing.
Experimental studies also revealed the selective dissolution of
Al from θ-Al2Cu, and suggested that crystallographic defects, such
as stacking faults and dislocations, facilitate de-alloying of
θ-Al2Cu.13, 41, 42 The planar-extended and vertical-extended
dislocation core could operate as precursor for de-alloying of
θ-Al2Cu because of the increased local stored energy. Moreover,
dislocation climb driven by their interaction will create a high
population of vacancies. Consequently, the high population of
vacancies facilitates the diffusion of the alloying elements, thus
accelerating de-alloying of Al from θ-Al2Cu. In addition, it is
conjectured that the easy climb of dislocations driven by
dislocations interaction will reduce the glide ability of a
dislocation, limiting plastic shear under mechanical loading.
The occurrence of dislocation climb driven by dislocation dipole
interaction could generally occur in intermetallic compounds.
Under mechanical loading, two dislocations (forming a dipole) are
pushed close to each other. The interaction force (parallel to the
glide plane) between two non-coplanar dislocations change from
attraction to repulsion at a certain distance,22 the repulsive force
impedes the motion of the leading partial and consequently
condenses the extended core. The interaction force (perpendicular
to the glide plane) between two non-coplanar dislocations is
always attractive, and facilitates dislocation climb by re-dissociating
the condensed core into a vertical-extended core. Such a vertical-

extended core has the same core energy as the planar-extended
core. In particular, the low formation energy associated with the
creation of vacancies in the dislocation core region allows the
occurrence of the climb. Such low formation energy of vacancies
inside a dislocation core could be more profound in intermetallic
compounds with non-cubic structures,43–45 such as C16 body
centered tetragonal structure (Al2Cu), D022 tetragonal structure
(Al3Ti), D020 orthorhombic crystal structure (Al3Ni), and a monoclinic structure (Al3Fe) in which the slip plane is not closed packed
and where a series of intermetallic compounds exist in the binary
phase diagram. In contrast to Ni3Al, TiAl, FeAl, NiAl, and CoAl
intermetallic compounds with cubic structures, their slip plane is
closed packed with hexagonal atomic arrangement and the
interaction of non-coplanar dislocation dipole in these compounds
does not trigger dislocation climb (see Fig. S9 and Movie V in
Supplementary Information).46 Thus, the structural instability
during plastic deformation identiﬁed in Al2Cu using MD simulations is likely to be operative in other intermetallic compounds and
precipitates with non-cubic crystal structures where vacancies have
relatively low formation energies inside non-compact dislocation
core and glide plane are not closed packed.
METHODS
Al2Cu (θ) is C16 body centered tetragonal structure. One unit cell contains
12 atoms with four Cu atoms and eight Al atoms. The lattice a = b = 0.606
nm and c = 0.487 nm. The crystal Al2Cu (θ) at room temperature has the
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Fig. 6 Collective glide of a vertical-extended dislocation with 4 atomic planes separation. The atomic structures of projection of a unit cell
(a) along the <1 0> direction, showing the atomic stacking of eight (110) planes in a unit cell: …CuAlAAlBAlACuAlCAlDAlC… and (e) along the
<110> direction, showing the plan-view of eight (110) planes. (b) The stacking change of four (110) atomic planes associated with collective
gliding of two partials on the shear planes (blue dashed lines). (c) and (d) two possible shufﬂe mechanisms. The shufﬂe displacements are
indicted in two projected planes (a) (1 0) and (e) (110). (f ) Atomic displacements of atoms in one (001) plane, being consistent with shufﬂe
mechanism in (d)

anisotropic elastic constants C11 = 159 GPa, C12 = 63 GPa, C13 = 49 GPa, C33
= 163 GPa, C44 = 29 GPa, C66 = 46 GPa.30 Using atomistic simulations with
empirical potentials, we studied core structure of dislocations associated
with these slip systems.29 The potentials have been tested to well
reproduce lattice constants, cohesive energy, elastic properties, as
compared to ﬁrst-principles density function theory calculations and
experiments.30, 31 Additional calculation details speciﬁc to different
separations are included in the Supplementary Information.
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